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1. Biography. Bento (in Hebrew, Baruch; in Latin, Benedictus: all three names mean â€œblessedâ€•)
Spinoza was born in 1632 in Amsterdam. He was the middle son in a prominent family of moderate means in
Amsterdamâ€™s Portuguese-Jewish community.
Baruch Spinoza (Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy)
Leo Strauss (/ s t r aÊŠ s /; German: [ËˆleË•o ËˆÊƒtÊ•aÊŠs]; September 20, 1899 â€“ October 18, 1973) was
a German-American political philosopher and classicist who specialized in classical political philosophy.He
was born in Germany to Jewish parents and later emigrated from Germany to the United States. He spent
much of his career as a professor of political science at the University of ...
Leo Strauss - Wikipedia
BARUCH SPINOZA, RATIONALIST PHILOSOPHER. The philosophy of Spinoza has achieved many
commentaries. There is no uniform verdict as to the precise nature of his worldview.
BARUCH SPINOZA, RATIONALIST PHILOSOPHER
Biographie. Leo Strauss naÃ®t dans une famille de commerÃ§ants en grains de Kirchain, dans la province
de Hesse-Nassau.Selon Allan Bloom, il aurait Ã©tÃ© Â« Ã©levÃ© comme un juif orthodoxe Â», mais sa
famille ne semble pas en avoir entiÃ¨rement adoptÃ© les pratiques [1].Selon Strauss lui-mÃªme, sa famille
pratique un judaÃ¯sme pieux, mais sans grande culture [2], dont il se dÃ©tache assez tÃ´t.
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